
Laurencekirk School      Session: 
 

Amended from Stonehaven Cluster 

SOCIAL STUDIES EARLY LEVEL 

PEOPLE, PAST EVENTS AND SOCIETIES    PEOPLE, PLACES AND ENVIRONMENT    PEOPLE, SOCIETY, ECONOMY AND BUSINESS 

    

Overarching 
I make decisions and take responsibility in my everyday experiences and play, showing consideration for others. SOC 0-17a 
Within my everyday experiences and play, I make choices about where I work, how I work and who I work with. SOC 0-18a 

 

Ante Pre P1 
I am aware that different types of evidence can help me to 
find out about the past. SOC 0-01a  

I can make a personal link to the past by exploring items or 
images connected with important individuals or special 
events in my life. SOC 0-02a  

 

I explore and discover the interesting features of my local 
environment to develop an awareness of the world around 
me. SOC 0-07a  

 

I have experimented with imaginative ways such as 
modelling and drawing, to represent the world around me, 
the journeys I make and the different ways I can travel. SOC 
0-09a  

 

I am aware that different types of evidence can help me to 
find out about the world around me. SOC 0-15a  

 
 
 
 
 

I have explored how people lived in the past and have used 
imaginative play to show how their lives were different from 
my own and the people around me. SOC 0-04a  

 
 

I explore and appreciate the wonder of nature within different 
environments and have played a part in caring for the 
environment. SOC 0-08a  

 

I make decisions and take responsibility in my everyday 
experiences and play, showing consideration for others. 
SOC 0-17a  

 

Within my everyday experiences and play, I make choices 
about where I work, how I work and who I work with. SOC 0-
18a  

 
 

 

While learning outdoors in differing weathers, I have 
described and recorded the weather, its effects and how it 
makes me feel and can relate my recordings to the seasons. 
SOC 0-12a  

 

By exploring my local community, I have discovered the 
different roles people play and how they can help. SOC 0-
16a  

 

In real-life settings and imaginary play, I explore how local 
shops and services provide us with what we need in our 
daily lives. SOC 0-20a 

 

 

SUGGESTED CROSS CURRICULAR LINKS AS PER CfE DOCUMENT 
I explore and discover where foods come from as I choose, prepare and taste different foods. HWB 0-35a 

 


